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SUMMARY

The existence, uniqueness and large time behaviour of radially symmetric solutions to a chemotaxis
system in the plane R2 are studied either for the critical value of the mass equal to 8� or in the
subcritical case. Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We consider in this paper, a companion of Reference [1], the following (non-uniformly)
parabolic problem on (0;∞) × (0;∞):

Mt = 4sMss +
1
�
MMs (1)
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together with the boundary (at 0 and ∞) and initial conditions

M (0; t) = 0; M (∞; t) ≡ lim
s→∞ M (s; t) = M̂ (2)

M (s; 0) = M0(s) (3)

the function M0 being a non-decreasing continuous function on (0;∞). The interpretation
of that problem goes back to a chemotaxis model considered in the whole plane R2, cf.,
e.g. References [1,2], and to a model of self-attracting particles, cf. References [3–5], which
reads as

ut = ∇ · (∇u + u∇’); (x; t) ∈R2 × (0;∞) (4)

’ = E2 ∗ u; (x; t) ∈R2 × (0;∞) (5)

Here, u= u(x; t)¿ 0 denotes the density of microorganisms (e.g. amoebae), ’=’(x; t)—
the concentration of a chemoattractant secreted by themselves, and E2(z) = (1=2�) log |z|—the
fundamental solution of the Laplacian in R2, so that ’ is actually a solution to the Poisson
equation �’= u. For radially symmetric solutions, introducing the mass distribution function

Q(r; t) ≡
∫
B(0; r)

u(x; t) dx; r ∈ [0;∞)

and M (s; t) =Q(
√
s; t), the previous parabolic-elliptic system for (u; ’) reduces to the single

parabolic equation (1) for the transformed ‘cumulated mass’ variable M with M̂ = ‖u0‖L1 .
The conservation of total mass is interpreted as the preservation of the boundary condition
(2) at in�nity. On the other hand, the simpli�ed, radially symmetric problem is very useful
in studies of the whole system since its solutions control the existence of solutions of the
(possibly) non-symmetric problem [6].

Equation (1) features a non-uniform di�usion described by the term 4sMss and a simple
non-linear convection term MMs=�, and the dynamics of M is governed by the competition
between these two terms. There is actually a threshold value of M̂ (M̂ = 8�) such that,
roughly speaking, the di�usion term prevails for M̂ below 8� (and leads to mass spreading to
in�nity), while the non-linearity (pushing to aggregation of mass in the original chemotaxis
problem) is more important for M̂¿8�. In fact, it is well-known by now that solutions to
(4), (5) blow up in �nite time if M̂ = ‖u0‖L1¿8� (see, e.g. References [7–10]) and that
the condition M̂ = ‖u0‖L1¡8� is a su�cient condition for the existence of global in time
solutions: see Reference [10] for radially symmetric solutions and Reference [2] for the general
case which was recently solved with the help of the optimal logarithmic Hardy–Littlewood–
Sobolev inequality. What happens in the critical case M̂ = ‖u0‖L1 = 8� is thus yet unclear and
the �rst purpose of this paper is to show the global in time existence of radially symmetric
solutions in the critical case ‖u0‖L1 = 8�. The main di�culty encountered here is related to
the degeneracy of the di�usion term 4sMss which does not guarantee a priori that the required
boundary condition at s= 0 is satis�ed. However, with the help of a suitable adaptation of
arguments from Reference [1], we can construct a global in time solution to (1)–(3) for
M̂ = 8� which is a classical solution in (0;∞) × (0;∞) but only satis�es M (0; t) = 0 for
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almost every t¿ 0. Nevertheless, such a solution is shown to be unique, which allows us
to establish the well-posedness of (1)–(3) in a suitable class of solutions. Our arguments
are also valid for M̂¡8�, and thus provide an alternative proof of the previous existence
results available for that case (see, e.g. Reference [11] and also References [12,13] for the
higher-dimensional case).

We next turn to the large time behaviour of solutions to (1)–(3). The critical case M̂ = 8�
is the most delicate: in that case, the balance between di�usion and convection leads to the
existence of steady states Mb(s) = 8�s=(s + b), b¿0. However, on the one hand,
‖8�−Mb‖L1 = ∞ for each b¿0. On the other hand, we will establish that, if M is a solution
to (1)–(3), then ‖8� − M (t)‖L1 = ‖8� − M0‖L1 for t¿ 0. Consequently, the set {Mb : b¿0}
cannot attract the solutions starting from an initial datum in 8� + L1(0;∞), and we are un-
fortunately yet unable to obtain some results for that case. In Section 3, we will prove that
Mb is stable in L1

loc(0;∞) for solutions starting from an initial datum in Mb + L1(0;∞). Such
a result however does not exclude the possibility of an oscillatory behaviour, as discussed in
Remark 3.7. In the �nal section, we consider the case M̂ ∈ (0; 8�) and prove that, if M is a
solution to (1)–(3), then M (0; t) = 0 for each t¿0, together with the convergence of M (t)
to a self-similar solution as t → ∞. We also study the regularity of self-similar solutions and
prove their uniqueness for a given M̂ ∈ (0; 8�).

Notations: In the sequel ‖ : ‖Lp will denote the Lp(0;∞)-norm for p∈ [1;∞]. The letter
C will denote inessential constants which may vary from line to line. The dependence of C
upon parameters will be indicated explicitly.

2. WELL-POSEDNESS

For M̂ ∈ [0; 8�], we have the following existence and uniqueness results.

Theorem 2.1
Consider M̂ ∈ [0; 8�] and a continuous non-decreasing function M0 such that M0(0) = 0 and
M0(∞) = M̂ . There exists a unique function M ∈C([0;∞);L2

loc(0;∞)) ∩C2;1
s; t ((0;∞) × (0;∞))

such that

06M (s; t)6 M̂ ; Ms(s; t)¿ 0 for (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2 (6)

M ∗(t) ≡ inf
s∈(0;∞)

M (s; t) = 0 a:e: in (0;∞) (7)

and

Mt = 4sMss +
1
�
MMs; (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2 (8)

M (∞; t) = M̂ ; t ∈ (0;∞) (9)

M (s; 0) = M0(s); s∈ (0;∞) (10)
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In addition,

06
∫ T

0

∫ 1

0

M (s; t)(8� − M (s; t))
s

ds dt6C0(1 + T ) (11)

holds with C0 = 64�2.

Proof
Existence: Consider n¿ 1. Since M0(n)6M0(∞) = M̂6 8�, it follows from Reference
[1, Theorem 2.1] that there is a unique function Mn ∈C([0;∞);L2(0; n))∩C2;1

s; t ((0; n) × (0;∞))
such that

06Mn(s; t)6M0(n); Mn; s(s; t)¿ 0; (s; t) ∈ (0; n) × (0;∞) (12)

M ∗
n (t) ≡ inf

s∈(0; n)
Mn(s; t) = 0 a:e: in (0;∞) (13)

and

Mn; t = 4sMn; ss +
1
�
MMn; s; (s; t) ∈ (0; n) × (0;∞) (14)

Mn(n; t) = M0(n); t ∈ (0;∞) (15)

Mn(s; 0) = M0(s); s∈ (0; n) (16)

In addition,

06
∫ T

0

∫ 1

0

Mn(s; t)(8� − Mn(s; t))
s

ds dt6C0(1 + T ) (17)

with C0 = 64�2. The proof of Reference [1, Theorem 2.1] is actually performed for n= 1 but
also yields the above result since (1) is invariant under the space-time scaling

s 
−→ Rs; t 
−→ Rt; R¿0 (18)

which transforms (0; 1) onto (0; R). Also, the key estimate (17) permitting to control the
behaviour of Mn near s= 0 where (14) is not uniformly parabolic, is performed in Reference
[1, Lemma 2.2 and (2.19)] for n= 1 but a careful inspection of the proof shows that it is
valid for any n¿ 1.

Our goal now is to prove the existence part of Theorem 2.1 by passing to the limit as
n→ ∞. For that purpose, we need some estimates: we already know that (Mn) satis�es (17)
from which a control of (Mn) for small values of s will follow.

Next, for large values of s, we note that (14) is uniformly parabolic on (r;∞) for each
r¿0, and thus infer from (12) and classical parabolic regularity results [14, Theorems III.10.1,
IV.10.1] that

‖Mn‖C2+�;1+�
s; t ([r; R]×[�;T ])6C1(�; r; R; �; T ) (19)

for each T¿0, �∈ (0; T ), R¿0, r ∈ (0; R) and �∈ (0; 1), where C1(�; r; R; �; T ) is a positive
constant depending on �, r, R, � and T but independent of n¿R.
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We next study the behaviour of Mn for small times and claim that, for T¿0 and R¿0,
there is a constant C2(R; T )¿0 such that∫ T

0

∫ R

0
s|Mn; s(s; t)|2 ds dt +

∫ T

0
‖Mn; t(t)‖2

H−1(0; R) dt6C2(R; T ) (20)

for n¿R. The proof of (20) follows the same lines as that of Reference [1, Lemma 2.3] to
which we refer (the auxiliary function N being taken to be N (s; t) =Mn(s; t) − (M̂ s=R)).

We �nally provide an estimate guaranteeing that the possible limits of (Mn) as n→ ∞ satisfy
the expected boundary condition as s→ ∞. Indeed, �x ”∈ (0; M̂ =2). Since M0(∞) = M̂ , there
is s”¿0 such that M̂ − ”6M0(s)6 M̂ for s¿ s”. We then put

Q”(s; t) = (M̂ − ”)
(

1 − exp
(

1 − s
4(s” + t)

))
; (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2

Owing to the non-negativity and monotonicity of Mn, we �rst deduce from (14) that

Mn; t − 4sMn; ss¿ 0 =Q”; t − 4sQ”; ss in (0; n) × (0;∞)

Furthermore, for t¿0 and n¿ s”, we have Q”(0; t) = (M̂−”) (1−e)¡06M ∗
n (t) and Q”(n; t)6

M̂ − ”6M0(n) =Mn(n; t), while

Q”(s; 0)6Q”(s”; 0)6 06M0(s) for s∈ [0; s”]

Q”(s; 0)6 M̂ − ”6M0(s) for s∈ [s”; n)

The comparison principle (see also Reference [1, Section 2]) then entails that

Mn(s; t)¿Q”(s; t) in (0; n) × (0;∞) (21)

Now, for each T¿0, there is S”(T )¿s” depending only on M0, ” and T such that Q”(s; t)¿
M̂ − 2” for (s; t) ∈ (S”(T );∞) × (0; T ). We combine this last fact with (21) to conclude that,
for n¿ S”(T ), we have

Mn(s; t)¿ M̂ − 2” in (S”(T ); n) × (0; T ) (22)

We are now in a position to pass to the limit as n→ ∞: owing to (19) and the
Arzel�a–Ascoli theorem, there are a subsequence of (Mn) (not relabelled) and a function

M ∈C2;1
s; t ((0;∞) × (0;∞))

such that
Mn →M in C2;1

s; t ([r; R] × [�; T ]) (23)

for each R¿0, r ∈ (0; R), T¿0 and �∈ (0; T ). It readily follows from (12), (14) and (23) that
M satis�es (6) and (8). Next, the Fatou lemma and (23) allow us to establish that estimate
(11) is valid for M and we may proceed as in the proof of Reference [1, Theorem 2.1] to
conclude that M enjoys the property (7). Finally, the claimed continuity of M for small times
follows from (20) while letting n→ ∞ in (22) ensures that

M (s; t)¿ M̂ − 2” for (s; t) ∈ (S”(T );∞) × (0; T ) (24)

for each ”∈ (0; M̂ =2) and T¿0, whence (10).
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Concerning the uniqueness of solutions, this follows immediately from the L1-contraction
property typical for convection–di�usion equations.

Lemma 2.2
Let M̂ ∈ [0; 8�]. If M , �M are two solutions to (1)–(2) with initial data M0 and �M 0, respectively,
such that (M0 − �M 0) ∈L1(0;∞), then t 
−→ ‖M (t) − �M (t)‖L1 is a non-increasing function
of time.

Proof
To prove Lemma 2.2 we consider, similar to Reference [1, Theorem 3.1], the di�erence
N =M − �M which satis�es the equation

Nt =
@
@s

(
4sNs +

1
2�

N (M + �M − 8�)
)

(25)

with N (0; t) =N (∞; t) = 0 for a.e. t ∈ (0;∞). For �∈ (0; 1) and r ∈R, we use a convex
approximation of r 
−→ |r|, e.g.

	�(r) ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1
�

(
|r| − �

2

)2

+
if |r| ∈ [0; �]

|r| − 3
4� if |r| ∈ (�;∞)

We multiply (25) by 	′
�(N ) and integrate over (0;∞) to obtain

d
dt

∫ ∞

0
	�(N ) ds = 4sNs	′

�(N ) |∞
0 +

1
2�

	′
�(N )N (M + �M − 8�) |∞

0

−
∫ ∞

0
4s	′′

� (N )N 2
s ds

− 1
2�

∫ ∞

0
	′′

� (N )NsN (M + �M − 8�) ds

6− 1
2�

∫ ∞

0
	′′

� (N )NNs(M + �M − 8�) ds

Observe that Ns belongs to L∞(0;∞;L1(0;∞)), M , �M and N are bounded, and r 
−→ r	′′
� (r) is

bounded and converges a.e. towards zero as �→ 0. Thus, the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem ensures that the right-hand side of the above inequality converges to zero as �→ 0,
from which the assertion of Lemma 2.2 follows.

It is important to recall here that the structure of (1) and the uniqueness of solutions imply
the comparison principle for solutions of the initial-boundary value problem (1)–(3), as was
also in Reference [1, Sections 3, 4].

The main question left open by Theorem 2.1 is whether M ∗(t) = 0 holds true for each t¿0
or not. When M̂ ∈ [0; 8�), we will prove in Section 4 that the former is true. When M̂ = 8�,
we do not have a complete answer. However, we identify a class of initial data for which
M ∗(t) = 0 for each t ∈ (0;∞).

Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2006; 29:1563–1583
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Proposition 2.3
(i) If there is �∈ (0; 1) such that M0(s)6 (8�s)=� for s∈ (0;∞), then M ∗(t) = 0 for each
t¿ 0.

(ii) For each T¿0, we have

lim
s→0

∫ T

0
sMs(s; t) dt = 0 (26)

The proof of Proposition 2.3 is similar to that of Reference [1, Proposition 2.5 and (2.22)]
since the local nature of the arguments used there permits us to apply them to the present
situation.

3. REMARKS ON THE ASYMPTOTICS IN THE 8� CASE

We �rst recall that, when s ranges in the �nite interval (0; 1), the solutions to (1), (3) with
M (0; t) = 8�−M (1; t) = 0 converge to 8� as t → ∞, [1]. For the problem (1)–(3) the picture
is much more complicated since there is a one-parameter family of steady states

Mb(s) = 8�
s

s + b
; b¿0 (27)

to (1), (2). These steady states are somehow quite far from the constant 8� since∫ ∞

0
(8� − Mb(s)) ds= ∞ for each b¿0

More generally, the L1-distance between 8� and any solution to (1)–(3) does not change
throughout time evolution. This is actually an alternative formulation of the well-known fact
that the second moment

∫
R2 |x|2u(x; t) dx of the solution u to (4)–(5) is conserved if it is

initially �nite.

Proposition 3.1
Assume that M̂ = 8�. Let M0 be an initial datum ful�lling the requirements of Theorem 2.1
and denote by M the corresponding solution to (1)–(3). Then, for each t¿0,∫ ∞

0
(8� − M (s; t)) ds=

∫ ∞

0
(8� − M0(s)) ds∈ (0;∞] (28)

Proof
Consider a non-negative function �∈C2([0;∞)) such that �(s) = 1 if s∈ [0; 1] and �(s) = 0 if
s¿ 2. For T¿0, R¿0 and s¿ 0, we put �R(s) = �(s=R) and

IR(T ) =
∫ ∞

0
�R(s)(8� − M (s; T )) ds

Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2006; 29:1563–1583
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For T¿0, it follows from (1) that

IR(T ) − IR(0) = −
∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
�R(s)@s

(
4s(M − 8�)s +

M (M − 8�)
2�

)
ds dt

= −
∫ T

0

[
�R(s)

(
4s(M − 8�)s +

M (M − 8�)
2�

)]∞

0
dt

+
∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
�′
R(s)

(
4s(M − 8�)s +

M (M − 8�)
2�

)
ds dt

The boundary terms vanish by (26) and we obtain

IR(T ) − IR(0) =
∫ T

0
[4s�′

R(s)(M (s; t) − 8�)]∞0 dt

−
∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
((4�′

R(s) + 4s�′′
R(s))(M − 8�)) ds dt

−
∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
�′
R(s)

M (8� − M)
2�

ds dt

Thanks to (2), the boundary terms vanish and using the properties of �, we are led to

|IR(T ) − IR(0)|6
∫ T

0

∫ 2R

R

(
4
R

∣∣∣�′
( s
R

)∣∣∣+
4s
R2

∣∣∣�′′
( s
R

)∣∣∣) (8� − M (s; t)) ds dt

+
∫ T

0

∫ 2R

R

4�
R

∣∣∣�′
( s
R

)∣∣∣ (8� − M (s; t)) ds dt

6C(�)
∫ T

0
sup
s¿R

{8� − M (s; t)}
∫ 2R

R

8 + 4�
R

ds dt

6C(�)
∫ T

0
sup
s¿R

{8� − M (s; t)} dt

Consider now ”∈ (0; 1). We infer from (24) that, if R¿ S”(T ), we have

|IR(T ) − IR(0)|6 2”TC(�)

from which we deduce that

lim
R→∞

|IR(T ) − IR(0)| = 0

Proposition 3.1 then follows since �R(s) → 1 pointwisely as R→ ∞.

As a �rst consequence of Proposition 3.1, we realize that, if the initial condition M0 is
such that (8� − M0) ∈L1(0;∞), then it cannot be attracted by the family of steady states
{Mb : b¿0}. It is thus natural to conjecture that the corresponding solution M (t) to (1)–(3)

Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2006; 29:1563–1583
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will converge to the constant function 8� as t → ∞. Unfortunately, we have no proof for this
fact but the following result seems to indicate that the stability of the constant function 8�
could be a rather delicate issue. Indeed, we actually prove that the integrability properties of
(8� − M) do not improve with time evolution.

Proposition 3.2
Assume that M̂ = 8�. Let M0 be an initial datum ful�lling the requirements of Theorem 2.1
and denote by M the corresponding solution to (1)–(3). Assume further that
(8�−M0) ∈L1(0;∞;�(s) ds) where �∈C2([0;∞)) is a non-decreasing convex function such
that �(0) = 0 and

�′(s) + s�′′(s)6C3�(s) for s¿ 1 (29)

s�′(s)6C4�(s) for s¿ 0 (30)

Then, for each t¿0,∫ ∞

0
(8� − M (s; t))�(s) ds¿

∫ ∞

0
(8� − M0(s))�(s) ds (31)

Clearly, �(s) = sp for p¿1 and �(s) = (1 + s) log (1 + s) ful�l (29)–(30).

Proof
We �rst give a formal proof of (31). For T¿0, it follows from (1) that∫ ∞

0
(8� − M (s; T ))�(s) ds −

∫ ∞

0
(8� − M0(s))�(s) ds

= − 1
2�

∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
�(s)@s(8�s(M − 8�)s + M (M − 8�)) ds dt

= − 1
2�

∫ T

0
[�(s)(8�s(M − 8�)s + M (M − 8�))]∞0 dt

+
1

2�

∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
�′(s)(8�s(M − 8�)s + M (M − 8�)) ds dt

Assuming that s�(s)Ms(s; t) → 0 as s→ ∞ and using (2) and (26), the boundary term vanishes
and we obtain∫ ∞

0
(8� − M (s; T ))�(s) ds −

∫ ∞

0
(8� − M0(s))�(s) ds

=
1

2�

∫ T

0
[8�s�′(s)(M − 8�)]∞0 dt

− 1
2�

∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
(8�(s�′′(s) + �′(s))(M − 8�) − �′(s)M (8� − M)) ds dt

=
1

2�

∫ T

0

∫ ∞

0
(8�s�′′(s) + �′(s))(8� − M))(8� − M) ds dt

Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2006; 29:1563–1583
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the last equality being valid under the additional assumption that s�′(s)(M (s; t) − 8�) → 0 as
s→ ∞. Owing to the monotonicity and convexity of �, the right-hand side of the previous
identity is non-negative, whence (31).

A rigorous proof of Proposition 3.2 may be performed as follows. We �rst check that
M ∈L∞(0; T ;L1(0;∞;�(s) ds)) for each T¿0. For that purpose, we recall that, owing to
Theorem 2.1, M is the limit of (Mn) as n→ ∞, where Mn is the solution to (14)–(16)
satisfying (12) and (13). We then compute the time derivative of∫ n

0
�(s)(8� − Mn(s; t)) ds

by (14), performing similar computations as in the formal proof. Owing to (26) for Mn, the
monotonicity of Mn and the convexity of �, the boundary terms resulting from the integrations
by parts either vanish or are non-negative, and we infer from (29) that

d
dt

∫ n

0
�(s)(8� − Mn(s; t)) ds6C

(
1 +

∫ n

0
�(s)(8� − Mn(s; t)) ds

)
whence a uniform bound for � (8�−Mn) in L∞(0; T ;L1(0; n)) for each T¿0. The convergence
of (Mn) towards M and the Fatou lemma then entail that M ∈L∞(0; T ;L1(0;∞;�(s) ds)) for
each T¿0. We next proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 by a truncation step to establish
(31). The assumption (30) is used to justify this argument.

Remark 3.3
Unfortunately, we are unable to provide more information on the large time behaviour of
solutions to (1)–(3) when M̂ = 8� and (8�−M0) belongs to L1(0;∞). Let us however mention
that formal asymptotic expansions are performed in Reference [15, Section 3.3.3] where the
behaviour M (s; t)=s ∼ log t for large t and small s is found.

We next turn to the local asymptotic stability of the steady states (27). Our main remark
here is the existence of a Liapunov functional. Indeed, for b¿0, r ∈ [0; 8�] and s∈ (0;∞),
we put

wb(r; s) = r log
(

r
Mb(s)

)
+ (8� − r) log

(
8� − r

8� − Mb(s)

)
(32)

For each b¿0 and s¿0, r 
→ wb(r; s) is a convex and non-negative function with

wb(r; s)¿wb(Mb(s); s) = 0 and
@2wb

@r2 (r; s) =
8�

r(8� − r)
¿0

We next introduce the ‘entropy’ functional Wb de�ned by

Wb(P) =
∫ ∞

0
wb(P(s); s) ds (33)

for any measurable function P such that 06P(s)6 8� for a.e. s∈ (0;∞) and we will prove
below that Wb is a Liapunov functional for (1)–(3). As a preliminary step, we �rst study the
�niteness of Wb.
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Lemma 3.4
Let P be a measurable function such that 06P(s)6 8� for a.e. s∈ (0;∞) and (P − Mb) ∈
L1(0;∞; s ds). Then Wb(P)¡∞.

Proof
On the one hand, for (r; s) ∈ (0; 8�) × (0; 1), we have

0 6 wb(r; s)6 r| log s| + 8� log (s + b) − (8� − r) log b

6 8�(| log s| + log (1 + b) + | log b|)

from which we readily deduce that s 
→ wb(P(s); s) ∈L1(0; 1).
On the other hand, for (r; s) ∈ (0; 8�) × (1;∞), we have

06wb(r; s) =
∫ r

Mb(s)
(r − z)

@2wb

@r2 (z; s) dz =
∫ r

Mb(s)

8� (r − z)
z(8� − z)

dz

Either r¿Mb(s)¿Mb(1) and we have

06wb(r; s)6
∫ r

Mb(s)

8�
Mb(1)

8� − z
8� − z

dz6 (1 + b) (r − Mb(s))6 (s + b)(r − Mb(s))

Or r ∈ (0; Mb(s)) and

06wb(r; s)6
∫ Mb(s)

r

8�z
z(8� − Mb(s))

dz6 (s + b)(Mb(s) − r)

Consequently, 06wb(P(s); s)6 (1 + b)s|P(s) − Mb(s)| for s¿ 1, from which we conclude
that s 
→ wb(P(s); s) ∈L1(1;∞), which completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.

In the same connection, we note that, if b¿0 and �¿0 are such that � �= b, we have
(M� − Mb) =∈ L1(0;∞) and

Wb(M�) = ∞ (34)

Indeed, this follows from the expansion

wb(M�(s); s) ∼ 8��
s + �

(
b
�

− 1 − log
(
b
�

))
as s→ ∞

The functional Wb thus operates a strong selection among the steady states (27) since it is
�nite only for Mb.

We may now state and prove the main result of this section.

Proposition 3.5
Assume that M̂ = 8�. Let M0 be an initial datum ful�lling the requirements of Theorem 2.1
and denote by M the corresponding solution to (1)–(3). If Wb(M0)¡∞, then Wb(M (t))¡∞
for each t¿ 0. Moreover, t 
−→ Wb(M (t)) is a non-increasing function of time and

Wb(M (t2)) +
∫ t2

t1
Db(M (t)) dt6Wb(M (t1)) (35)
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for each t2¿t1¿ 0, where Db is the entropy dissipation

Db(M (t)) =
1

2�

∫ ∞

0

|8�sMs(s; t) − M (s; t)(8� − M (s; t))|2
sM (s; t)(8� − M (s; t))

ds

Proof
Let us �rst consider the case where, in addition, there are b1¿b¿b2¿0 such that Mb1 6
M06Mb2 . Since Mb1 and Mb2 are stationary solutions to (1)–(2), the comparison principle
entails that Mb1 (s)6M (s; t)6Mb2 (s) for every (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2. Consequently,

M (s; t)
Mb(s)

¿
b
b1

¿0 and
8� − M (s; t)
8� − Mb(s)

¿
b2

b
¿0 (36)

for (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2. We may then multiply (1) by

log (M=Mb) − log ((8� − M)=(8� − Mb))

and integrate over (1=R; R), R¿1, to obtain

d
dt

∫ R

1=R
wb(M (s; t); s) ds = 4

[
log
(
M (8� − Mb)
Mb(8� − M)

)(
sMs − M (8� − M)

8�

)]R
1=R

−
∫ R

1=R

|8�sMs(s; t) − M (s; t)(8� − M (s; t))|2
2�sM (8� − M)

ds

Owing to (26) and (36), the boundary terms vanish in the limit R→ ∞ and we deduce from
the Fatou lemma that

Wb(M (t2)) +
∫ t2

t1

∫ ∞

0

|8�sMs − M (8� − M)|2
2�sM (8� − M)

1(0;8�)(M) ds dt6Wb(M (t1))

for t2¿t1¿ 0. Using the previous inequality with t1 = 0 �rst yields that Wb(M (t2)) is �nite
for each t2¿0. Next, recalling (26) and the usual fact that Ms(s; t) = 0 for almost every
s∈ {M (: ; t) = 8�}, we deduce (35) from the previous identity.

The validity of (35) for the initial data ful�lling only the assumptions of Proposition 3.5 is
next established by an approximation argument with the help of the weak lower semicontinuity
of Db.

As a consequence of Proposition 3.5, we obtain the local stability of Mb in L1
loc(0;∞).

Proposition 3.6
Assume that M̂ = 8�. Let M0 be an initial datum ful�lling the requirements of Theorem 2.1
and denote by M the corresponding solution to (1)–(3). If Wb(M0)¡∞, then

lim
t→∞ ‖M (t) − Mb‖L1(0; R) = 0 for each R¿ 0

Proof
We consider a sequence (tn)n¿1 of positive real numbers such that tn → ∞ as n→ ∞ and
put Mn(s; t) =M (s; t + tn) for n¿ 1, t ∈ [0; 1] and s∈ (0;∞). Fix R¿1. We infer from (6)
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and the H
older inequality that∫ 1

0

∫ R

0
|8�sMn

s − Mn(8� − Mn)|3=2 ds dt

6

(∫ 1

0

∫ R

0

|8�sMn
s − Mn(8� − Mn)|2
sMn(8� − Mn)

ds dt

)3=4

×
(∫ 1

0

∫ R

0
(sMn(8� − Mn))3 ds dt

)1=4

6C(R)

(∫ 1+tn

tn

∫ R

0

|8�sMs − M (8� − M)|2
sM (8� − M)

ds dt

)3=4

6C(R)
(∫ ∞

tn
Db(M (t)) dt

)3=4

Since Db(M) belongs to L1(0;∞) by Proposition 3.5, we conclude that

lim
n→∞

∫ 1

0

∫ R

0
|8�sMn

s − Mn(8� − Mn)|3=2 ds dt = 0 (37)

As a �rst consequence of (6) and (37), we obtain that

(Mn) is bounded in L3=2(0; 1;W 1;3=2(1=R; R)) (38)

for each R¿1. In addition, by (1), we have

2�Mn
t = @s(8�sMn

s − Mn(8� − Mn))

which, together with (37), ensures that

(Mn
t ) is bounded in L3=2(0; 1; (W 1;3)′(1=R; R)) (39)

for each R¿1, and

lim
n→∞

∫ 1

0

∫ ∞

0
Mn

t (s; t) (s) ds dt = 0 (40)

for each  ∈C∞
0 ((0;∞)). We then infer from Reference [16] that (Mn) is relatively compact

in L1((1=R; R) × (0; 1)) for each R¿1. There are thus a subsequence of (Mn) (not relabelled)
and a function M∞ such that 06M∞6 8� (by (6)) and

Mn −→ M∞ in L1((1=R; R) × (0; 1)) (41)
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for each R¿1. Owing to (41), we may pass to the limit as n→ ∞ in (37) and (40) with the
help of usual weak convergence arguments to conclude that

M∞
t = 0 and 8�sM∞

s − M∞(8� − M∞) = 0

in D′((0;∞) × (0; 1)). Consequently, there is �¿0 such that M∞(s; t) =M�(s) for every
(s; t) ∈ (0;∞) × (0; 1). But (41), Proposition 3.5 and the Fatou lemma warrant that

Wb(M�) =
∫ 1

0
Wb(M∞(t)) dt6 lim inf

n→∞

∫ 1

0
Wb(Mn(t)) dt

6
∫ 1

0
Wb(M0) dt =Wb(M0)¡∞

whence �= b by (34). A standard compactness argument then allows us to complete the proof
of Proposition 3.6.

Remark 3.7
The local attracting property of the stationary solution Mb is a rather weak property. In
particular, this does not give any information on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions starting
from initial data like, e.g. M0(s) = 8�s=(s+2+cos s) which satis�es the relation M36M06M1,
but (M0 − Mb) =∈ L1(0;∞) for any b¿0. For such an initial condition, a possible conjecture
is that M will oscillate between M3 and M1 throughout time evolution. We may thus expect
the long time behaviour of solutions to be extremely complicated in the critical case.

4. ASYMPTOTICS IN THE SUBCRITICAL CASE

In this section, we prove that, if M̂¡8�, every solution to (1)–(3) tends to 0 pointwisely as
t → ∞, and in fact, in a self-similar way. This can be interpreted as a complete di�usion of
mass to in�nity in in�nite time which di�ers much from the case of the bounded interval (0; 1),
for which non-trivial steady states (unique for each 06 M̂¡8�) are globally asymptotically
stable [1, Section 4].

Since (1) is invariant under the space-time scaling (18), it is natural to look for self-similar
solutions of (1), i.e. those satisfying

M (Rs; Rt) ≡ M (s; t) (42)

for each R¿0. They have the form M (s; t) =m(s=t) for some function m. For M̂ ranging
in the interval (0; 8�), the existence of self-similar solutions to (1) has been established in
Reference [7] by ODE methods and in Reference [17] by PDE methods. The pro�le m is
then a non-negative and non-decreasing function which satis�es

4m′′(y) + m′(y) +
1
�y

m(y)m′(y) = 0; m(0) = 0; m(∞) = M̂ (43)

where ′ = d=dy. The uniqueness of a self-similar solution for a given M̂ seemed to be an
open problem. We prove below the uniqueness and establish some additional properties of
self-similar solutions.
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Lemma 4.1
For each M̂ ∈ (0; 8�) there exists a unique self-similar solution M

̂M (s; t) =m
̂M (s=t), (s; t) ∈

(0;∞)2, where m
̂M satis�es (43). The pro�le m

̂M is increasing, concave, belongs to C1([0;∞))
and satis�es

M̂ (1 − e−y=4)6m
̂M (y)6 min{4m′

̂M
(0)(1 − e−y=4); M̂} (44)

for every y∈ (0;∞). More precisely, there is ‘1 ∈ (0;∞) such that

lim
y→∞m′

̂M
(y)ey=4ŷM=(4�) = ‘1 (45)

Proof
We �rst prove the stated regularity properties of solutions to (43), and then show the unique-
ness of a solution to (43) for a given M̂ ∈ (0; 8�).

Regularity: Fix M̂ ∈ (0; 8�) and consider a solution m to (43). We �rst note that m∈
C∞((0;∞)) by (43). Next, since M̂¿0, there exists y1¿0 such that m′(y1)¿0. Assume now
for contradiction that there is y2¿0 such that m′(y2)6 0. Owing to the continuity of m′ in
(0;∞), there exists y0¿0 between y1 and y2 such that m′(y0) = 0. The Cauchy–Lipschitz
theorem then implies that m(y) =m(y0) for y¿0, which contradicts the boundary conditions
in (43). Consequently,

m′(y)¿0 and m′′(y)¡0 for y∈ (0;∞) (46)

the latter property following from the former by (43).
Now, owing to the concavity of m, we have

m(y∗)
y∗

¿
m(y)
y

¿m′(y) for 0¡y∗¡y¡∞ (47)

In particular, we have 06ym′(y)6m(y) by (47), from which the property limy→0 ym′(y)=0
follows.

Consider now the auxiliary function v(y) =m(y)−4ym′(y), y∈ (0;∞). Then, v′(y) =m′(y)
(y − 3 + (m(y)=�)) for y∈ (0;∞). Since y 
−→ y + (m(y)=�) is an increasing function from
(0;∞) onto (0;∞), there exists yc¿0 such that v′(y)¡0 on (0; yc) and v′(y)¿0 on (yc;∞).
Therefore, if y∈ (0; yc),

v(y)6 lim
y→0

(m(y) − 4ym′(y)) = 0

whence

m(y)
y

6 4m′(y); y∈ (0; yc) (48)

Now, for y∈ (0; yc) and y∗ ∈ (0; y), we infer from (43), (46) and (47) that, for z ∈ (y∗; y),

4m′′(z) + m′(z) +
1
�

m(y∗)
y∗

m′(z)¿ 0
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whence

4m′(y) + m(y)
(

1 +
1
�

m(y∗)
y∗

)
¿ 4m′(y∗) + m(y∗)

(
1 +

1
�

m(y∗)
y∗

)
after integration over (y∗; y) with respect to z. Owing to (48) and the positivity of m, we
deduce from the previous inequality that

4m′(y) + m(y)
(

1 +
4m′(y∗)

�

)
¿ 4m′(y) + m(y)

(
1 +

1
�

m(y∗)
y∗

)

¿ 4m′(y∗) + m(y∗)
(

1 +
1
�

m(y∗)
y∗

)
¿ 4m′(y∗)

and thus

4m′(y) + m(y)¿ 4
(

1 − m(y)
�

)
m′(y∗)

In addition, it follows from (43) that there is y0 ∈ (0; yc) such that m(y0)6�=2. We then take
y =y0 in the previous inequality and conclude that 4m′(y0)+m(y0)¿ 2m′(y∗) for y∗ ∈ (0; y0).
Since y∗ 
−→ m′(y∗) is non-increasing and bounded on (0; y0), we conclude that m′(0) exists
and is �nite, so that m∈C1([0;∞)).

It next follows from (43) and (46) that m is a supersolution to

−4n′′ − n′ = 0; n(0) = 0; n(∞) = M̂

and the comparison principle ensures that m(y)¿ n(y) = M̂ (1 − e−y=4).
On the other hand, the inequality 4m′′+m′6 0 implies that m′(y)6m′(0)e−y=4, from which

the last inequality in (44) follows.
Finally, since m′(y)¿0 for y¿0, Equation (43) also reads as

0 =
m′′(y)
m′(y)

+
1
4

+
m(y)
4�y

=
d

dy

(
log (m′(y)) +

y
4

+
M̂
4�

logy −
∫ y

1

M̂ − m(z)
4�z

dz

)

whence

log (m′(y)) +
y
4

+
M̂
4�

logy =
∫ y

1

M̂ − m(z)
4�z

dz + log (m′(1)) +
1
4

(49)

for y∈ (0;∞). By (44), we have 06 M̂ − m(z)6 M̂e−z=4 for z¿0, from which we deduce
that z 
−→ (M̂ −m(z))=z belongs to L1(1;∞). The right-hand side of (49) has therefore a �nite
limit as y→ ∞, which yields (45).
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Uniqueness: The proof of the uniqueness of self-similar solutions consists of the following
steps. Let m1, m2 be two solutions of (43), m1(0) =m2(0) = 0:

• If m′
1(0) =m′

2(0) ∈ (0;∞), then

m1(y) =m2(y) for each y¿ 0 (50)

• If 0¡m′
1(0)¡m′

2(0)¡∞, then

m1(y)¡m2(y) for each y¿0 (51)

• For i = 1; 2, ∫ ∞

0
(M̂ − mi(y)) dy =

M̂ (8� − M̂)
2�

(52)

Proof of (50)
The proof of (50) of the uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problem for the singular
equation (43) is based on the following result:

If n∈C1([0; Y0)) satis�es the linear second-order di�erential equation

n′′(y) + a(y)n′(y) + b(y)n(y) = 0; y∈ (0; Y0) (53)

with a(y)¿ 0, b∈C1((0; Y0)) such that b(y)¿ 0, b′(y)6 0, b(y) =O(y−2) as y→ 0, and
n(0) = n′(0) = 0, then

n(y) = 0 for y∈ (0; Y0) (54)

Indeed, we multiply (53) by n′ and integrate over (0; Y ), 0¡Y¡Y0, to obtain

1
2

(n′)2(Y ) +
∫ Y

0
a(z)(n′(z))2 dz +

1
2
b(Y )n2(Y ) − 1

2

∫ Y

0
b′(z)n2(z) dz = 0

the boundary terms at y = 0 vanishing thanks to the assumptions on b and n. Since both a
and −b′ are non-negative, we conclude that n′(Y ) = 0 for each Y ∈ (0; Y0), whence (54).

Now, putting n=m2 − m1, it follows from (43) that n satis�es n(0) = n′(0) = 0 and
n′′(y) + a(y) n′(y) + b(y) n(y) = 0 with

a(y) =
1
4

+
(m2 + m1)(y)

8�y
and b(y) =

(m2 + m1)′(y)
8�y

Owing to the regularity properties of m1 and m2 already established, a and b ful�l the
requirements needed to apply the previous result (in particular, b is the product of two strictly
decreasing functions since m1, m2 are concave), whence (50).

Proof of (51)
We multiply (43) by y and integrate with respect to y to obtain

4ym′
i(y) − 4mi(y) + ymi(y) +

1
2�

m2
i (y) =

∫ y

0
mi(z) dz (55)

for i = 1; 2. Clearly, since m1, m2 satisfy 0¡m′
1(0)¡m′

2(0)¡∞, we have m1(y)¡m2(y) for
small y¿0. We next put y0 = sup{y¿0 : m1(z)¡m2(z) for z ∈ (0; y)}, and suppose for
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contradiction that y0¡∞. Then m1(y0) =m2(y0), m′
1(y0)¿m′

2(y0), and we infer from (55)
that

0¿ 4y0(m′
2(y0) − m′

1(y0)) =
∫ y0

0
(m2(z) − m1(z)) dz¿0

whence a contradiction. Consequently, y0 = ∞ and the proof of (51) is complete.

Proof of (52)
For i = 1; 2, the function wi(y) = (mi(y) − 4�)2 + 8�ym′

i(y), y¿0, satis�es w′
i(y) =

− 2�ym′
i(y)¡0, so that

(M̂ − 4�)2 + 2�
∫ ∞

0
ym′

i(y) dy = (4�)2

Since ∫ ∞

0
ym′

i(y) dy =
∫ ∞

0
(M̂ − mi(y)) dy

by (44), we conclude that (52) holds true.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of the uniqueness assertion of Lemma 4.1.

Fix M̂ ∈ (0; 8�) and let m1 and m2 be two solutions to (43). By the �rst part of Lemma 4.1,
m′

1(0) and m′
2(0) are both positive and �nite. If m′

1(0) �= m′
2(0), we may assume without loss

of generality that m′
1(0)¡m′

2(0). On the one hand, we infer from (51) that m1(y)¡m2(y) for
each y¿0. On the other hand, (52) implies that∫ ∞

0
(m2 − m1)(y) dy = 0

whence a contradiction. Consequently, m′
1(0) =m′

2(0) which entails that m1 =m2 by (50) and
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

We next state and prove several consequences of Lemma 4.1.

Proposition 4.2
Let M0 be an initial condition satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2.1 and denote by M
the corresponding solution to (1)–(3). Then

M (s; t)6M
̂M (s; t) =m

̂M

(s
t

)
6

m′
̂M

(0)s

t
; (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2 (56)

so that M ∗(t) = 0 for each t¿ 0, and

lim
t→∞ ‖M (t) − M

̂M (t)‖L∞ = 0 (57)

Proof
For �¿0 and s¿0, we put M�

0 (s) =M0(�s) and denote by M� the corresponding solution to
(1)–(2) with the initial datum M�

0 . Owing to the scale invariance (18), we actually have

M�(s; t) =M 1(�s; �t); (�; s; t) ∈ (0;∞)3 (58)
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Moreover, it follows from the monotonicity of M0 and the comparison principle that, if
0¡�¡	, then

M�(s; t)6M	(s; t); (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2 (59)

We then put

M∞(s; t) = sup
�¿0

M�(s; t) = lim
�→∞

M�(s; t) (60)

for (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2, and observe that M∞ is well-de�ned and satis�es 06M∞(s; t)6 M̂ by
(6) and (59). Also, the monotonicity of M�(: ; t) with respect to s and (60) warrant that
M∞(: ; t) is a non-decreasing function of s∈ (0;∞) for each t¿ 0. We next note that, if
	∈ (0;∞) and (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2, (58) and (60) imply that

M∞(	s; 	t) = sup
�¿0

M 1(�	s; �	t) = sup
�¿0

M�	(s; t) =M∞(s; t)

Taking 	= 1=t in the previous identity, we conclude that

M∞(s; t) =m∞
(s
t

)
≡M∞

(s
t
; 1
)
; (s; t) ∈ (0;∞)2 (61)

By (11) (with T = 1), (60) and the Fatou lemma, we have

06
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

M∞(s; t)(8� − M∞(s; t))
s

ds dt6 2C0

Using (61) and the bound M∞(s; t)6 M̂¡8�, we further obtain that

2C0 ¿
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

M∞(s; t)(8� − M̂)
s

ds dt

¿ (8� − M̂)
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
m∞

(s
t

) ds
s

dt

¿ (8� − M̂)
∫ 1

0

∫ 1=t

0
m∞(
)

d




dt

¿ (8� − M̂)
∫ 1

0

m∞(s)
s

ds

which, together with the monotonicity of m∞ readily implies that m∞(0) = 0. In addition,
for each n¿ 1, we have Mn(s; 1)6M∞(s; 1) =m∞(s)6 M̂ and letting s→ ∞ yields that
m∞(s) → M̂ as s→ ∞. Finally, since (1) is uniformly parabolic on (r; R) for each R¿0 and
r ∈ (0; R) and ‖Mn‖L∞ 6 M̂ for each n¿ 1, we may apply classical parabolic regularity results
[14, Theorems III.10.1, IV.10.1] to deduce that

sup
n¿1

‖Mn‖C2+�;1+�
s; t ([r; R]×[�;T ])6C(�; r; R; �; T ) (62)

for each T¿0, �∈ (0; T ), R¿0, r ∈ (0; R) and �∈ (0; 1), where C(�; r; R; �; T ) is a positive
constant depending on �, r, R, � and T but independent of n¿ 1. We then infer from (62)
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and the Arzel�a–Ascoli theorem that (Mn) converges towards M∞ in C2;1
s; t ([r; R] × [�; T ]) for

each T¿0, �∈ (0; T ), R¿0 and r ∈ (0; R). Consequently, M∞ solves (1) in (0;∞)2 from
which we conclude that 4y(m∞)′′(y) + y(m∞)′(y) + m∞(y)(m∞)′(y)=�= 0 for y∈ (0;∞).
We have thus shown that m∞ solves (43), so that m∞ =m

̂M by Lemma 4.1 and M∞ =M
̂M .

The �rst inequality in (56) now readily follows from (60) and the second inequality in (56)
by Lemma 4.1. The fact that M ∗(t) = 0 for each t¿0 is then a straightforward consequence
of (56) after letting s→ 0. Next, since m

̂M ∈C([0;∞)) by Lemma 4.1, we infer from (60)
(with t = 1) and the Dini theorem that ‖M�(: ; 1) − m

̂M (:)‖L∞ → 0 as �→ ∞. Then, by (58),
we have

sup
s∈(0;∞)

|M 1(s; t) − M
̂M (s; t)| = sup

s∈(0;∞)

∣∣∣Mt
(s
t
; 1
)

− m
̂M

(s
t

)∣∣∣
= sup


∈(0;∞)
|Mt(
; 1) − m

̂M (
)| −→
t→∞ 0

whence (57).
Note �nally that by (56) we have

Ms(0; t) = lim
s→0

M (s; t)
s

6
m′

̂M
(0)

t
; t ∈ (0;∞)

which measures the parabolic regularization e�ect for (1).

Remark 4.3
The convergence to self-similarity for M̂¡8� actually also holds true for the original
chemotaxis system (4)–(5) and has been recently announced in Reference [18]. The proof
is however di�erent and relies on entropy methods.

Remark 4.4
Using the approach via radially symmetric decreasing rearrangements in Reference [6] we
might use the results here to give an alternative construction of global in time solutions to
(4)–(5) for M̂ = ‖u0‖L1 6 8� without the assumption of radial symmetry. Indeed, results from
Reference [6] imply that, roughly speaking, the existence of solutions to (4)–(5) is controlled
by the existence of solutions to the radially symmetric problem given by (1)–(3) with the
initial condition M0 obtained from the radially symmetric decreasing rearrangement of the
initial condition for (4)–(5).
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